
Memory Craft 7700 QCP

Every Project is a Journey…

Shouldn’t You Enjoy the Trip?
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Your Best Sewing and Quilting
Experience is on the Horizon.

Think back
to when you first 

started quilting. You 

probably never saw 

yourself falling in love 

with it. With every 

piece of fabric and 

every little stitch, you 

expanded your 

horizons to all kinds of 

beautiful projects that 

were truly and 

uniquely your own. 

Nothing has seemed 

more fun since! Every 

project has 

transformed from a 

frustrating learning 

experience to an 

exhilarating journey 

you just can’t wait to 

embark on.

It’s been a journey for 
us at Janome as well.

As revolutionary as the
first sewing machines were 
at the time, they simply 
can’t hold a candle to the 
horizon. Finish your 
projects quickly with new 
features and functions built 
with the latest technological 
advancements to create 
what we believe to be the 
best sewing and quilting 
machine on the market.

You can tell the 
moment you sit down 
in front of it.

With sensibly placed  
controls, you can experience 
hours and hours of fun with 
more than enough room to 
stretch your legs (and your 
creativity)! The buttons and 
icons are user friendly and 
easy to learn. True to Janome’s 
famous quality, you’ll find that 
the Horizon is reliable in the 
most important area of them 
all: your stitches.

Our new Quilt Piecing 
System is an amazing 
synergy of precision.

The Horizon’s unrivaled
precision can blast through 
thick and heavy fabrics (even 
layers), and the easy needle 
lets you stitch from the edge, 
even without a starter piece. 
With the Horizon, you have 
all the controls at your very 
fingertips to keep a steady 
¼” seam from almost every 
angle.

It opens up new 
possibilities for 
your creativity.

Let this machine
broaden your horizons with its wide 
bed, unmatched in its class, and the 
brightest lighting technology on the 
market. With remarkable accuracy, 
speed, and a creative but user-friendly 
navigation process makes choosing 
from the 250 available stitches 
practically effortless.

Yes, it took us many 
years to make a 
machine like this.

Machines like this take
years to make, but that will 
be the last thing on your 
mind as you fall head first 
into your brand new 
Horizon, lost in how fun and 
easy your projects have 
become.
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SAve YOur StItCHeS In tWentY memOrY BAnkS ★

That gives you plenty of room to save your original

stitch designs (up to 50 characters in length). 
They even give you the room to program 
lockstitches at the beginning and end. Simply 
touch a button to retrieve your designs.

InnOvAtIve needle   ★
PlAte mArkIngS

This machine also comes
equipped with handy 
needle plate markings—
original to Janome. Find 
more of all the useful 
functions from angles to 
cornering guides, seam 
lines, and needle drops.

SeW At uP tO 1,000  ★
StItCHeS Per mInute

The Horizon’s speed is
unmatched and can sew up 
to 1,000 stitches each 
minute. When mixing speed 
with incredible accuracy, 
you’ll feel in total control of 
this machine, especially with 
the gradual start/stop 
mechanism.

AutOmAtIC PlAte  ★
COnverter (APC)

Works on three of the main
stitch options to form one 
round needle hole for the 
most precise straight 
stitching you’ve ever seen.

AutOmAtIC  ★
PrOgrAmmABle  
tHreAd Cutter

The programmable automatic
thread cutter lets 
you trim thread tails 
to even less than 
half of an inch and 
can pull the needle 
thread to the back.

SuPer StABle extenSIOn  ★
tABle IS StAndArd

The sturdy extension
table offers all the support and 
space required for all your 
projects, and since the feet are 
positioned around the edges, 
that extra large comes space 
with extra stability, too.

AdJuStABle knee lIFter   ★
IS StAndArd

Let the adjustable knee 
lifter give you back the use 
of your hands. Use your 
knee to raise and lower the 
needle, and use the handle 
to make sure your position 
is comfortable.

extrA FOOt PreSSure ★

The extra foot pressure
adds important downward 
force to keep your fabrics 
from slipping away. You get 
a lot of bang for you buck—
the Horizon offers a total of 
seven different levels of 
pressure.

Lockstitch key for  ★
perfect finishing 

 The Lockstitch key lets you
program auto thread tie-off 
into your combined stitches to 
give you a perfect finish.

ACuFeed™ SYStem ★

Works to feed in perfect
timing from top to 
bottom on any fabric, 
even fine heirloom or 
thick quilts. 

SHAdOW-Free SeWIng ★

In order to sew,  you need
 to see, so the shadow-free 
sewing capabilities with 
reduce eyestrain, allowing 
you to sew for hours without 
fatigue. With 5 ultra bright 
LED lights spread across 
three different locations, it’s 
easy to say that the Horizon 
has great lighting.

250 stitches to pLay with ★

The 250 available stitches
give you 11 buttonholes and 
three choices of monogram 
alphabets. These hundreds of 
stitches come arranged in 11 
groups for easy selection and 
reference like Quilt, Heirloom, 
Pictograph, Applique, and 
Play. Explore other options 
like hand-look quilting, 
candlewicking, and the new 
ribbon border stitch designs.

PAttern StItCH   ★
lengtH CAlCulAtIOn

The Horizon also enables
you to calculate your 
pattern stitch length, 
which will size your 
decorative stitch designs 
and combinations to fit 
any space perfectly.

HIgH vISIBIlItY lCd  ★
tOuCHSCreen WItH StYluS

tACtIle JOg dIAl ★

Spins both backwards and
forwards through the 
available stitch options, 
making it functional and 
fun all at once.

dOuBle  ★
ACCeSSOrY  
BInS PluS  
uPPer StOrAge 
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Broaden Your
Sewing
& Quilting 

From Hard Work
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SuPerIOr PluS   ★
Feed SYStem™

Puckering, slipping, and shifting
will be a thing of the past with the 
Horizon’s Superior Plus Feed 
System. This Janome exclusive 
mechanism merges the Janome 
patented advance cam system 
with the innovative 7-piece feeds 
dog, which remain parallel and 
even as they move, staying 
constantly in contact with your 
fabric. Using a new “flat feed” 
technology, the Horizon has 
carried on the tradition of high-
quality standards that the Janome 
machines are known for.
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exACt SeAmS   ★
WItHOut meASurIng

Find your exact seams
without any frustrating 
measuring by setting the 
Horizon’s manual cloth 
guide to your seam width. 
This function attaches to the 
back of the bed via track 
and employs easy ruler/
scale markings that climb 
up the arm. This guide is 
also made for use with the 
extra wide extension table.
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extrA HIgH   ★
PreSSer FOOt lIFter

memOrIzed   ★
needle uP/dOWn

BuIlt-In needle   ★
tHreAder

FOOt lOng Free Arm ★

rIgId,   ★

dIe-CASt  
AlumInum  
BOdY

Your machine will 
stay solid and 
sturdy, even when 
performing at high 
speed.

11” x 4.7” WOrk AreA ★

4.
7”

11”

to Fun!
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APC: Choose one of the straight stitches and let the Automatic Plate 
Converter change the shape and size for you. While moving up and 
down in the same spot, this plate operates most efficiently with a 
single small, round hole. This feature works wonderfully on light 
fabrics, free-motion quilting, and high-speed stitching. This function 
makes sure to keep your fabric smooth and flat instead of pulling it 
into the needle plate.

Plate Markings: Quilting and sewing are all about the measurements. Use 
comprehensive markings on the needle bed and plate to get extra precision 
in all the right places—like the plate while you’re creating stitches. Markings 
are located on either side of the needle and guide you for seams of all sorts. 
They are accompanied by special angle marks, needle drop lines, and 
cornering guides.

SFS+: The Superior Feed Plus System employs a 7-piece feed dog to move 
parallel with the needle plate, in perfect time as your fabric is pulled through 
the needle. The Janome exclusive design helps expand the surface area 
touching your fabric. Combined with the foot pressure options, no fabric will 
be a problem for the Horizon.

Acufeed: Move all your layers at once with the AcuFeed System. Using a wide 
stance and an even wider pull, this function feeds your top layers past the 
needle with the bottom layers simultaneously, all with the help of a foot. 
Difficult fabrics and plaid don’t stand a chance.

Easy To Find And Easy To Choose

No more struggling for 
stitches. With all the options 
the Horizon gives you, they 
give you an even faster and 
easier way to sort through 
them. Actually, they give you 
two.

The Jog Dial lets you 
spin quickly through 
your stitches with a 
rotating wheel for a 
tactile feeling. Get swift, 
accurate control with 
the tip of your finger. 
Rotate the dial 
backwards and 
forwards. A button in 
the center of the dial 
can be pressed to select.

If the dial isn’t for you, make 
use of the LCD screen to 
view your stitch options 
clearly on the backlit, high-
resolution display. The 
ultra-responsive tough 
panel reacts to both your 
finger and a stylus to make 
your choices.

Enjoy The Wide, Wide World

Widen your world with 11” of workspace 
located just right of the needle and almost 5” 
vertically. The Horizon gives you more than

enough space to lighten the 

load on even the largest 

projects. Maneuver your

fabric when piecing, 

manage your big 

projects like window

treatments and 

slipcovers, and let the extension 

table accommodate your final quilting.

Get more of everything, even value! Get a 
great bundle of features for an even better 
price. Talk to your local Janome Dealer for 
more details on bringing this affordable 
machine home with you.

Masked by the sleek, polished exterior is a 
sturdy and durable aluminum frame, 
allowing for an extra long arm while 
maintaining precision in all 250 stitches.

The Quilt Piecing System: Working Together So You Can Relax

While the machine may be designated for quilting, it works impeccably for all 
sewing projects. The Quilt Piercing System connects four different features for 
immaculate, precise stitches.

Pure Enjoyment 
Across the Full Horizon.

The Automatic 
Plate Converter 
was engineered 
especially for the 
improvement of 
free-motion 
quilting. To 
make a perfect 
pair, we’ve 
included the 
ever-popular 
Convertible Free 
Motion Foot Set 
in the accessories 
package.
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Machine size: •	
w519 x h316 x d230 mm 
w20.4 x h12.4 x d9.0 in

Machine weight: 12kg / 26.5lb•	

Work space: •	
w280 x h120 mm / w11.0 x h4.7 in

Free arm / Flat bed convertible•	

Horizontal full rotary hook•	

7-piece Feed Dog System•	

Drop Feed Dog •	

AcuFeed™ System•	

7-level Foot Pressure Adjustment•	

Automatic Plate Converter (APC)•	

Built-in, One-Hand™ Needle Threader•	

5 white LED lamps•	

Sewing speed: •	
60 – 1,000 spm (Foot controller) 
60 – 700 spm (S/S button)

250 Built-in Stitches •	
(including 11 buttonholes)

3 Monogramming Fonts •	
(Block, Script and Broadway with 
European characters)

Maximum Zigzag width: 7 mm•	

Maximum stitch length: •	
5 mm forward / 5 mm reverse

Jog Dial•	

Touch panel LCD Screen•	

Multi language•	

Automatic Thread Tension Control•	
(Roller type)

Speed Control Slider•	

Needle up/Down Selection•	

Extra-high Presser Foot Lifter•	

Automatic thread cutter•	

Adjustable Knee Lifter•	

standard feet:
Zigzag Foot A•	

Buttonhole Foot R•	

Overedge Foot C•	

Rolled hem Foot D•	

Zipper Foot E•	

Satin Foot F•	

Blind Stitch Foot G•	

Cording Foot H•	

Overcasting Foot M•	

Convertible Free Motion •	
Quilting Foot QB-H

Button Sewing Foot T•	

1/4” Seam Foot O•	

Satin Stitch Foot F•	

Border Guide Foot•	

Cloth Guide•	

thread  
stand  
(allows  
large-sized  
cones)

Quilt  
Binding  
foot

horizon  
sewing  
cabinet
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Semi-hard cover•	 Acrylic Extension Table•	 Convertible Free Motion •	
Quilting Foot QB-H

Border Guide Foot•	

Memory Craft 7700 QCP

Every Project is a Journey…

Shouldn’t You Enjoy the Trip?

OPtIOnAl ACCeSSOrIeS ★
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AVAILABLE FROM YOUR EXPERT JANOME RETAILER 
Janome Flyer a division of Toews Sewing 

2518A Clearbrook Rd. Abbotsford, BC V2T 2Y2 
1-800-661-1801 www.janomeflyer.com




